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One man ventures where no man has gone before – literally into the belly of the beast.

Snake expert Paul Rosolie will risk life and limb to show the world what happens when he’s eaten alive by a giant anaconda.

Discover the essence of feline fluffiness and canine cuteness as we count down the cutest pet videos from the web – from the mini pig that plays the piano to a cat that prefers the friendship of a dolphin, these pets are sure to cause ear-to-ear smiles!

Ten people are dead. Three are eaten.

Each time, the killer slips away. Using state-of-the-art tools and centuries-old techniques, hunters and forestry officers head out to find the beast that public has in terror and the government will do anything to wipe it out. As the search area is vast and deaths in the killer’s path increase, can they stay ahead in time before another person dies?

Which do you think is more deadly: an attack from a slow loris or a squirrel monkey? Are you more likely to survive being overweight or underweight? Through amazing footage, experiments and real-life case studies, the series goes behind some scientific myths to uncover the unique, and sometimes strange, ways to stay alive in life-threatening situations. Explore the science in a series that offers both the smartest choice in each deadly dilemma.

Razor-sharp teeth, killer instincts and senses to perceive the faintest movement and hear your breath, and now they’re targeting humans. These shows go to the epicenter of terror in Siberia and Central America to unveil wolf power and appetite and the prowess of ravenous big cats that defeat unstoppable odds to kill. But can anything stop this perfect storm of killers from growing out of control?

One man’s venture into the belly of the beast.

Snake expert Paul Rosolie will risk life and limb to show the world what happens when he’s eaten alive by a giant anaconda.

Discover the essence of feline fluffiness and canine cuteness as we count down the cutest pet videos from the web – from the mini pig that plays the piano to a cat that prefers the friendship of a dolphin, these pets are sure to cause ear-to-ear smiles!
Every two seconds in the United States, someone is taken against their will. Many do not make it out alive, but some are able to survive through sheer determination, an ability to out-manoeuvre their captors or just plain luck.

House of Horrors: Kidnapped will take you on a horrifying ride through the eyes of survivors as they relive the scariest story of their lives.

**THE PERFECT MURDER**

Every two seconds in the United States, someone is taken against their will. Many do not make it out alive, but some are able to survive through sheer determination, an ability to out-manoeuvre their captors or just plain luck.

House of Horrors: Kidnapped will take you on a horrifying ride through the eyes of survivors as they relive the scariest story of their lives.

**THE PERFECT MURDER**

Every two seconds in the United States, someone is taken against their will. Many do not make it out alive, but some are able to survive through sheer determination, an ability to out-manoeuvre their captors or just plain luck.

House of Horrors: Kidnapped will take you on a horrifying ride through the eyes of survivors as they relive the scariest story of their lives.

**UNRAVELED**

Every two seconds in the United States, someone is taken against their will. Many do not make it out alive, but some are able to survive through sheer determination, an ability to out-manoeuvre their captors or just plain luck.

House of Horrors: Kidnapped will take you on a horrifying ride through the eyes of survivors as they relive the scariest story of their lives.

**DEAD ON ARRIVAL**

Every two seconds in the United States, someone is taken against their will. Many do not make it out alive, but some are able to survive through sheer determination, an ability to out-manoeuvre their captors or just plain luck.

House of Horrors: Kidnapped will take you on a horrifying ride through the eyes of survivors as they relive the scariest story of their lives.

**WEB OF LIES**

Every two seconds in the United States, someone is taken against their will. Many do not make it out alive, but some are able to survive through sheer determination, an ability to out-manoeuvre their captors or just plain luck.

House of Horrors: Kidnapped will take you on a horrifying ride through the eyes of survivors as they relive the scariest story of their lives.

**INSIDE HOMICIDE**

Every two seconds in the United States, someone is taken against their will. Many do not make it out alive, but some are able to survive through sheer determination, an ability to out-manoeuvre their captors or just plain luck.

House of Horrors: Kidnapped will take you on a horrifying ride through the eyes of survivors as they relive the scariest story of their lives.

**DEADLINE:**

DEAD ON ARRIVAL

Every two seconds in the United States, someone is taken against their will. Many do not make it out alive, but some are able to survive through shear determination, an ability to out-manoeuvre their captors or just plain luck.

House of Horrors: Kidnapped will take you on a horrifying ride through the eyes of survivors as they relive the scariest story of their lives.
RAILROAD ALASKA S1-2

Railroad Alaska follows an elite crew of workers – brakemen, engineers, construction crews, mechanics and train crews – on long-haul treks, searching through arctic conditions. After a winter in the State of Alaska, a crew of 300 railroad workers return to work through the extreme winter.

AMERICAN RIVER RENEGADES

American River Renegades follows the people who live and die making their living by the river: hunting, fishing, harvesting river clams, roots and mushrooms, battling floods, nasty storms, winter and encroaching development.

AMERICAN MUSCLE

At a gritty gym outside Detroit, a blue-collar crew uses science and tough love to train average Joes alongside the top pro athletes in the country. Legendary strength coach Mike Barwis started his own place after working for some of the world’s biggest sports teams. Each week, he and the rest of his crew take on everyone from NFL players to Wild West bull riders to people looking to walk again, while still finding plenty of time to play ridiculous pranks on each other.

MUD LOVIN’ REDNECKS S1-2

Welcome to the dirty, drunk, messy redneck world of the Mud Bog. As we move into the heart of Alabama and across a downtown parking lot of a Dollars for Dimes store, we’ll attempt to start a first-time mud-bog business on their property, using big-four-wheel trucks, but compact back, family atmosphere and a whole lot of mud.

NAKED AFTER DARK

Naked and Afraid’s new live after show where anything goes! Featuring Naked and Afraid survivors, special celebrity guests, games and pranks. Watch as castaways from Naked and Afraid reveal – live – what really happened behind the scenes as they struggled to survive in the buff.

MANHUNT: WITH JOEL LAMBERT

Taking audiences on the ultimate chase in a real-life game of cat and mouse, former Navy SEAL Joel Lambert is pitted against the world’s most elite military and law enforcement tracking teams. With only what he can carry on his back, Joel will play an extreme version of hide and seek in unknown, treacherous terrain with only a basic survival kit, and attempt to evade capture in 48 hours or less.

FLIPPING SHIPS

Edwin McCain and his quirky team of Southern gearheads love to find old, dilapidated boats and breath new life into them through pranks and tricks.

SCREEN CLIPS » http://vimeo.com/channels/hemiptv2015
Can a group of custom car builders working with lightning speed on a budget turn a guy’s clunker into a hot car without him knowing it? With cooperation from friends and family, Overhaulin’ swipes these cars to give them a complete, high-speed makeover.

In every corner of America, backyard bike builders have been creating motorcycle works of art that haven’t got the attention they deserve. Now in #BikerLive, they get the chance to prove they have what it takes to become motorcycle legends. This series gives owners a rear view mirror that looks inside the world of pure adrenaline of custom motorcycle builders and follows three bike builders who are given five weeks and $15,000.00 to build their dream bike.

Motorhead Mike Brewer joins forces with his mechanic mate, Edd China, to show you how to buy a classic car at the right price, fix it up on a budget and make a tidy profit. Mike starts with a handy £5,000 and then goes on the hunt for a decent motor for the price. Once Mike’s found the right car, he uses all his canny experience to negotiate the best price. Back at the #WheelerDealers workshop where Edd restores the auto to its former glory in hopes of a profitable sale.

Yusuf and Antonio are not your typical car hunters. They work in places no other car collector would dream about stepping foot in – traveling inside lawless countries in search of rare, vintage cars owned by the local underworld. The payoff can be huge but so are the risks. Can the guys actually make this high stakes gamble work and get out with their lives?

Rods N’ Wheels follows certified car doctors and lifelong buddies, Billy Derian and Steve Reck, as they diagnose, treat and restore classic hot rods that might otherwise not survive.

Overhaulin’ S1-8

A group of custom car builders working with lightning speed on a budget for a guy’s dream ride - not to mention his wedding. With cooperation from friends and family, Christine manages these guys to give him a complete high-speed makeover.
AMISH MAFIA S1-3

Untrusting of outside law enforcement, some Amish in Lancaster County, PA, have for many years regularly turned to a small organized group of men for protection and justice. Amish Mafia provides a first-ever look at the men who maintain peace and order within the Amish community in Lancaster. This is a side of Amish society that exists under the radar, and the Amish church denies the group’s existence.

DEADLIEST CATCH S1-10

The 2012 king crab season saw Captain Sig Hansen square off with younger brother Edgar, who was trying to take over the captain’s chair. This year will reflect a fistful of fistfuls of fish that had been serrating for decades. Will all that change once more? Find out now! Follow the Hansen family during the summer off-season as they try to juggle their Northwestern’s tendering operation and their own family obligations.

FIGHTING TUNA

Big fish, small boats, high seas. For those who survive, the rewards are worth more than all the hard work. The hunt is on for the giant blue fin tuna. Weighing in anywhere between 600-1,500 pounds each, they are the most powerful fish in the ocean, but the catch is worth its weight in gold.

REDWOOD KINGS

Daniels Wood Land is a family-owned-and-operated company that creates fantastical feats of fun, from ordinary treehouses to pirate ships, interactive wavebow and答题 galleries to interactive warehouse style laser tag zones, and traveling themed displays and traveling promotional props. If you can dream it, they can build it.

BOSS HOG TIED

Rancher, sportsman, businessman, whatever you want to call him, Brian the Pigman Quaka is the quintessential maverick in Limestone County, Texas. Along with his son Dap, and a loyal crew of friends, the Pigman and his pops are on their way to creating a hillbilly dynasty.
In each episode of Fast N’ Loud, master mechanic and keyboard maestro Aaron Kaufmann, searches the far-flung corners of Texas and surrounding states for forgotten and derelict classic cars to buy and restore at their Gas Monkey Garage in Dallas, Texas. Unlevered to build and sell cars atonce and rights to flash their cars to make auction. But will their blood, sweat and beers translate into cold-hard cash?

WHEELER DEALERS: TRADING UP SERIES 2

Motorhead Mike Brewer joins forces with his mechanic mate Edd China to show you how to buy a classic car at the right price, fix it up on a budget, and make a tidy profit. Mike starts with a handy £5,000 and then goes on the hunt for a decent motor for the price. Once Mike’s found the right car, he uses all his cunning to negotiate the best price. Back in the Wheeler Dealers workshop, Edd then has a go at turning the auto into a prizewinner car.
**BALLROOM BLITZ**

Ballroom Blitz follows the insanely passionate personalities of people who never gave up their ballroom dancing hobby from ballrooms to the struggling working-class characters who think they have what it takes to win in the amateur circuit.

**SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING NEW**

Since the Victorian era, brides have followed the good luck tradition of wearing a token of something old, something new, something borrowed and something blue on their wedding day. This series follows a bride’s journey to find the perfect wedding dress, but with a twist! With the help of designer Kelly Nishimoto and stylist Sam Saboura, brides will have to choose if they will walk down the aisle in a new designer gown or a fashionably reimagined heirloom.

**MY 600-LB LIFE**

My 600-LB Life follows the lives of four people, each weighing over 650 pounds, over the course of three years as they collectively try to lose one ton. Touching on high-risk surgery, addiction, dependency, fear, pain, helplessness, victory and pride, these stories are as much about heart as they are about weight loss.

**MY BIG FAT AMERICAN GYPSY WEDDING**

For the first time ever, American Gypsies are inviting our cameras into their homes, workplaces, social circles and celebrations, giving a no-holds-barred insight into their hidden world, often conceived to be associated with black magic, bare-knuckle boxing, flashy cars and outlandish weddings.

**SEX SENT ME TO THE ER**

Love makes the world go round, for sure. But in some instances, look and sex can lead people to the swinging doors of the emergency rooms, with medical mishaps that are hilarious, potentially risky and very, very funny.
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In the Gulf Coast, a series of large mako sharks have been spotted. One in particular is said to be over 15-feet long. They are so fast that just spotting one is almost an impossible feat. Monster Mako takes an in-depth look at these incredible sea creatures.

Bride of Jaws

Bride of Jaws is the story of Joan of Shark, the largest female Great White ever tagged. Utilizing new research and technology, a team of Australian scientists try to track down the location of Joan of Shark.

Return of the Great White Serial Killer

Brandon and the Shark Week team return to Surf Beach to see if the Great White serial killer is back. The team also travel to Reunion Island where witnesses have noted a similar pattern has emerged in the deep waters. Could they be tracking the same shark? Watch them investigate and uncover the mystery in this one-off special.

Island of the Mega Shark & Alien Sharks

Jeff Kurt, Andy Casagrande and Dickey Chivell are off to Guadalupe to film the largest great white ever recorded.

Island of the Mega Shark

Jeff Kurt, Andy Casagrande and Dickey Chivell are off to Guadalupe to film the largest great white ever recorded.

Ninja Sharks

Salmon, mako and threshers are the ninjas of the sea – stealthy and deadly – and the thresher and kung fu sharks are the ocean’s most feared and elusive predators. Two teams set out to uncover the truths behind the legends of deadly sharks in forbidding waters, aiming to tag, track and film their bizarre hunting behavior in the wild, including the myth of the Lake Iliamna monster in scenes never filmed before.

Monster Mako

In the Gulf Coast, a series of large mako sharks have been spotted. Learn particular research to track and tag them. This is the first time that these sharks have been filmed in such deep waters. Could they be tracking the same shark? Watch them investigate and uncover the mystery in this one-off special.
This is the history of your future. We will go inside the laboratories and universities, the garages and secret military research facilities, where tomorrow’s super intelligences are being conceived today. We will examine the controversies and listen in on the fervid debates engendered by the imminence of self-aware computers. And we will explain why nothing – not even large-scale opposition – will be able to slow the rise of the machines.

In 1959, nine Russian students went deep into the Ural Mountains for a skiing holiday. A few weeks later, their mutilated, semi-naked bodies were found. Various theories have emerged about what happened to them, from those who believe the group was killed by local Mansi tribesmen to others who are convinced the group stumbled upon a secret Soviet weapons programme. But with no new evidence, speculation surrounding the story continues.

We know more about the farthest reaches of distant galaxies than we do about how our own continent came to be. Now, Curiosity is going to help change that. Using 4,000 instruments spread over 3.8 million miles, scientists are now taking the deepest, most detailed look ever at the epic forces that shaped and continue to shape North America and they are learning that everything they thought they knew...is wrong.

Discovery Consumer Products is pleased to bring you one of the longest-running and most popular series from our Discovery programming, How It’s Made. Mesmerizing machines, never-ending assembly lines and over 1,200 everyday products are explored from start to finish.
HOW IT’S MADE
SERIES 1–12
312 X 30

Ever wonder how common, everyday objects are made? In 12 seasons, featuring over 1,200 topics, plus two special turbo episodes, we explore how many of the everyday objects or products we seldom stop to think about are made. From hockey pucks and handsaws to drill bits and frozen French fries, How It’s Made offers viewers a first-hand look at how these deceptively simple objects are constructed. Thousands of humdrum items are put to good use on a daily basis, but it’s easy to overlook how things like aluminum ladders, firefighter helmets, matches and engine blocks are constructed. Take a look behind the scenes as we visit dozens of assembly lines where raw materials become finished products right before your eyes. Be amazed to see how many common items are manufactured in high-tech factories around the world.

HOW IT’S MADE: DREAM CARS
SERIES 1–2
30 X 30

Picture your dream car, a Maserati or maybe the Audi R8. Have you ever wondered just how that incredible machine was made? Join the How It’s Made crew as we go around the world to the birthplaces of your favorite cars, revealing the inner workings and gorgeous exteriors with amazing access to factories and test tracks.

1,200+ PRODUCTS
320 EPISODES
12 SERIES
CURIOSITY: STONEHENGE
1 X 60
Stonehenge is one of the most iconic monuments in the world. Older than the pyramids, it has stood as a beacon of early civilization for over four-and-a-half thousand years. One enduring mystery remains: How did the inhabitants here move 90 multi-ton stones 200 miles across land and sea to the ancient stone circle? Curiosity is poised to finally answer this question.

THE RIDDLE OF THE CRUCIFIXION
1 X 60
The Riddle of the Crucifixion investigates the medical science behind the crucifixion, using cutting-edge technology, leading physicians, forensic pathologists, mathematicians, archaeologists and historians to shed new light on one of history’s most influential events. What did Jesus die of? In the last 24 hours of his life? We follow the timeline of events, combing history and science with an explosive new theory on the final hours of his life.

THE VATICAN
1 X 90
This film enters the secretive world of The Vatican, with exclusive access to the Canonization of Popes John Paul II and John XXIII. We follow the countdown to this ceremony as a million pilgrims arrive in Rome to celebrate these two new saints, men they believe had the power to perform miracles.

CASINO SECRETS
1 X 60
The business of betting is meticulously engineered and rarely is anything left to chance. Through insider information and exclusive access, we’ll go on a journey inside the sayings business of gaming and explore every facet of the industry from Las Vegas casinos to Pink Floyd/casino roulette. Mega Baccarat pranks to penny slots.

SPAIN’S WORST RAIL DISASTER
1 X 60
This special delves into the important questions that surround Spain’s worst train disaster and asks: How did this happen? Was there a catastrophic technological malfunction or driver error? Was the train going too fast? And what did the driver do in the moments before the crash? Leading researchers explore the implications of this rail disaster for the future of high-speed train travel.

ON THE EDGE: CHURCHILL
1 X 60
In the small town of Churchill, Manitoba, we will follow four families that have adapted to live with the constant threat of a polar bear invasion. Every fall, this small, remote subarctic town of Canada is invaded by 1,000s of starving polar bears migrating north for the winter and by thousands of curious tourists eager for a peak. For two stress-filled months, it is survival of the fittest – man vs. beast.

CODES AND CONSPIRACIES
6 X 60
Codes and Conspiracies invites viewers themselves to become investigators into the secret history of the world, an immersive experience that covers everything from secret societies, to ground-breaking inventions to the most iconic objects, places and people. Exploring the unknown-hidden stories, we gather the science to show that the average tourist never gets to see and dig deep to reveal surprising facts that have been all but hidden.

ON THE EDGE: CHURCHILL
1 X 60
This special presents gripping personal stories through newly discovered film and photographs from combat cameramen who filmed some of the most significant military engagements in Vietnam.

HOW WE BUILT THE BOMB
1 X 120
How We Built the Bomb is a two-hour special that tells the story of the birth of the very first nuclear bomb. We offer an unprecedented glimpse into the exceptional individuals who ushered in the atomic age, and in so doing, changed the world.

RAW WAR
1 X 90
This special presents gripping personal stories through newly discovered film and photographs from combat cameramen who filmed some of the most significant military engagements in Vietnam.
AMERICA’S WORST TATTOOS
S1-2
In Season 2 of America’s Worst Tattoos, we’ll give three average Americans a chance to transform their biggest regret in life: their meaningless tattoo.

PIT BULLS & PAROLEES S1-6
Meet Tia Maria Torres, mother, top pit bull trainer, and owner of Villalobos Rescue Center, the country’s largest dog rescue. At her center, 100 scrawny, skinny, testy and rescue dogs are rescued, rehabilitated and retrained over 30 days. Little people, big world.

SEX SENT ME TO THE ER
S2
Love makes the world go round, for sure. But in some instances, love and sex can lead people to the swinging doors of the emergency room, with medical mishaps that are bizarre, potentially risky and very, very funny.

STREET OUTLAWS
S1-3
Street Outlaws is a driver’s seat view into the world of American illegal street racing. From a 1969 Chevy Nova to an incognito, race-ready farm truck – and everything in between – these street demons take their racing very seriously. They are constantly smack talking, betting on races and pulling pranks and other crazy antics with their fellow racers. Ultimately, street racing comes first and they’ll endanger their lives, spend their money and risk going to jail—anything to be number one.
Experience 3D

Take a once-in-a-lifetime journey across the country in this fast-paced thrill ride – from the mighty Hudson River, over the New Mexico desert, along the golden coast of Southern California, to the rainforests of Hawaii. Fly high in the sky in acrobatic small planes and hot air balloons, sail on vintage clipper ships, surf Hawaiian waves, whirl around the track in race cars, and explore surreal caves below an active volcano. These beautiful adventures are presented with all of the incredible dimension and reality of stunning native 3D.

OceanAir Show

Highlighting the Duran Air Show in 3D, experience high-performance aerial maneuvers and pyrotechnics from the world’s elite professionals as well as thrilling visual demonstrations by the navy’s best aviators.

Turn & Burn

Follow custom-car craftsman Brother JD and his crew of motley mechanics as they scour the seldom-seen side of Los Angeles to procure the vital, hard-to-find parts needed to bring classic cars back from the dead with no hype and no deep pockets. Brother JD and crew hustle, haggle and barter to achieve the ultimate goal: a cool ride for under five thousand dollars. They call it the “5K flip.”

Super Systems

Dive into these systems that keep society moving smoothly, meeting the people and machines that keep them in action. From Grand Central station to the New York City taxi system, UPS, John F. Kennedy airport and much more, viewers can see how these systems function in stunning 3D.

Frozen in Time: Our History in 3D

Experience history like you’ve never seen before. These are moments literally frozen in time, documenting the history of the modern world, from the 1850s onward, and all in 3D. Live these historic moments for the first time, right alongside those who were there.

Space: Unraveling the Cosmos

From the Big Bang to the present and forward into the future, explore the birth, evolution and future of the phenomena that make up the universe. Experience our solar system before a lyrical and deeply stereoscopic 3D and Ultra HD presentation becomes space itself as concepts are presented with mesmerizing music and graphics. Is it the view like from inside a nebula, or a comet’s tail? Where are we coming from, or is it all really just like, and just few feet in the future? Or perhaps in the distant future? Or reach out to touch the answers.

Space: Unraveling the Cosmos
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Oceana Air Show

Experience high-performance aerial maneuvers and pyrotechnics from the world’s elite professionals as well as thrilling visual demonstrations by the navy’s best aviators.

Your World in 3D

Your World in 3D features a showcase of award-winning 3D concerts, films, music videos and video games from the 3D Creative Arts Awards. Catch an interview of Hugo 3D director Martin Scorsese, whose concert performance from Live 8: Sport Relief and music video the world’s first in 3D, The People and the Atom. *Includes pilot episode.
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Experience high-performance aerial maneuvers and pyrotechnics from the world’s elite professionals as well as thrilling visual demonstrations by the navy’s best aviators.

Super Systems

Dive into these systems that keep society moving smoothly, meeting the people and machines that keep them in action. From Grand Central station to the New York City taxi system, UPS, John F. Kennedy airport and much more, viewers can see how these systems function in stunning 3D.

Frozen in Time: Our History in 3D

Experience history like you’ve never seen before. These are moments literally frozen in time, documenting the history of the modern world, from the 1850s onward, and all in 3D. Live these historic moments for the first time, right alongside those who were there.
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AFRICAN WILD
8 X 60
Travel through Africa's wild, gritty savannas to untamed beaches, soar through the skies and dive deep into the ocean. Experience the daily lives of Africa's largest and most dangerous animals in a way you've never seen before. With a herd of elephants in search of water, a guided Big 5 Safari, Africa's largest aquarium to learn about sharks and a beach to investigate growing up in a seal colony. This is life in the African Wild.

BLOODY GOOD
3 X 60
Meat is king. Host Mark Schatzker takes the tame world of food TV by the horns in Bloody Good. He cranks it up a notch by going after the best, boldest, weirdest and most delicious cuts of meat. From hungry wolf hunter to hungry host in search of the perfect piece of meat, Bloody Good explores what it takes to survive the elements and outwit natural enemies. This is life in the Carnivore's World.
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Meat is king. Host Mark Schatzker takes the tame world of food TV by the horns in Bloody Good. He cranks it up a notch by going after the best, boldest, weirdest and most delicious cuts of meat. From hungry wolf hunter to hungry host in search of the perfect piece of meat, Bloody Good explores what it takes to survive the elements and outwit natural enemies. This is life in the Carnivore's World.

DAYDREAM
5 X 60
Daydream is a meditative journey that brings viewers into the world's most tranquil landscapes. From Joshua Tree National Park to the Golden Gate Bridge, the mountains of Big Bear to the Pacific Ocean, Daydream brings the beauty of nature into stunning 3D like never before.
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Daydream is a meditative journey that brings viewers into the world's most tranquil landscapes. From Joshua Tree National Park to the Golden Gate Bridge, the mountains of Big Bear to the Pacific Ocean, Daydream brings the beauty of nature into stunning 3D like never before.

FEEDING TIME
3 X 60
Get up close and personal with some of the world's most exotic animals. Guided by their keepers, we get behind-the-scenes access to zoos in the U.S. and the U.K., discovering the animals' fussy eating habits and individual personalities. We find out just how a zoo manages to feed animals from around the world, from the savanna of Africa to the tundra of the Arctic, with what is available locally during the most exciting moment of the day: Feeding Time.
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FORGOTTEN PLANET
7 X 60
Explore the cast-offs of humanity – buildings, compounds and entire cities abandoned by humans for years. Forgotten Planet transports you to places forgotten by time, locales that once hummed with activity, and now lie deserted. Enter the eerie emptiness of the city of Chernobyl, walk the halls and streets of abandoned Hashima Island, the 19th century German village of Kolmanskop, the Old West ghost town of Bodie, and the transplanted German village of Kolmanskop. What happens when humans abandon a place? Why? Most importantly, why people left.
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**Wingsuit Warrior: Jeb Corliss vs. The World**

Wingsuit flying is the world’s most daring sport and one of the deadliest. **Wingsuit Warrior: Jeb Corliss vs. The World** follows the incredible story of fellow wingsuit pilot Jeb Corliss who crashed on Table Mountain in South Africa back in 2013. Corliss, who lived to get a second chance, is the comeback story of rebel wingsuit pilot Jeb Corliss who crashed on Table Mountain in South Africa but lived to get a second chance. His story and the story of Joby Ogwyn (who was injured in the same crash) is the comeback story of rebel wingsuit pilot Jeb Corliss who crashed on Table Mountain in South Africa but lived to get a second chance. This inspiring story follows Jeb and his friend, Joby Ogwyn (who was injured in the same crash), through months of painful rehabilitation and their long journey back to South Africa and the mountain where it all began. We also see what matters most as they pursue their great adventure to fly once more.

**TOUGH LOVE GARAGE**

**Sky Soldier**

**TOUGH LOVE GARAGE**

**Sky Soldier**

The world’s elite athletes are no longer found exclusively on the track and field, but in the record-breaking events of action sports. Rather than shaving milliseconds off races, these guys and girls are pushing themselves higher, faster and further. In **Hat Trick**, we follow the build process from blueprint to the finish line of the assembly line. Whether it’s large-scale feats of engineering and the creation of finely detailed, custom-made parts, we get the lowdown. From the creation of some of the world’s most iconic products, the production secrets and techniques of each factory are revealed in stunning 3D. We follow the build process from blueprint to the finish line of the assembly line. Whether it’s large-scale feats of engineering and the creation of finely detailed, custom-made parts, we get the lowdown. From the creation of some of the world’s most iconic products, the production secrets and techniques of each factory are revealed in stunning 3D.

**Rough Love Garage**

**Sky Soldier**

**Rough Love Garage**

**Sky Soldier**

This epic, four-part miniseries offers intimate accounts of the browns men on the front lines as told through parallel stories from each side of the war in a new light. A recently discovered archive of rare 3D photographs and audio recordings tells the story of this 10,000-day war in a new light. It retraces the personal four-year journey of Major Joe Glenn, a Silver Star–decorated, two-tour pilot in the army at the start of U.S. combat involvement in 1965. A recently discovered archive of rare 3D photographs and audio recordings tells the story of this 10,000-day war in a new light. It retraces the personal four-year journey of Major Joe Glenn, a Silver Star–decorated, two-tour pilot in the army at the start of U.S. combat involvement in 1965.

**SEASON 1-2**

**MARKSMEN**

**WILLIE BLOOMBOX: A HARD-CORE LIFE SEASON 1-2**
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**WILLIE BLOOMBOX: A HARD-CORE LIFE SEASON 1-2**

In the wastes, a new threat is rising: the Marksmen, an elite team of high-tech soldiers known as “the Marksmen,” who are tasked with providing the world with a solution to the epidemic of war. Meet the Villemarette family, AKA the Skeleton Crew. Their job? Stripping dead bodies down to bare bones. Their clients? Skeleton, Inc. They’re an ordinary Oklahoma family, running a very out-of-the-way business: heart the skeleton crew run out to build show-winning cars and maintain what little bit of sanity he has left. Employees, he’s out to build show-winning cars and maintain what little bit of sanity he has left. Employees, he’s out to build show-winning cars and maintain what little bit of sanity he has left. Employees, he’s out to build show-winning cars and maintain what little bit of sanity he has left. Employees, he’s out to build show-winning cars and maintain what little bit of sanity he has left. Employees, he’s out to build show-winning cars and maintain what little bit of sanity he has left.

**HILLBILLY BLOOD: A HARD-CORE LIFE SEASON 1-2**
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In Cold Mountain, North Carolina, when it comes to living the hard-scrabble life, there’s nobody better than Eugene Runcus, who’s got hillbilly invention running through his veins. And his mountain brother, Spencer, has unlocked the secrets at the heart of these woods. These two resourceful, resourceful rednecks ingeniously deep in the mountains of Appalachia.
When an abandoned building is cleared for demolition, a locked door is discovered in its basement. The door conceals an archive of strange and disturbing specimens, recordings, photos and documentary films; compelling evidence of monstrous creatures and preternatural events. The documentarian's whereabouts remain unknown. In his records, he identifies himself only as “The Teller.” Whoever The Teller was, he saw it as his mission to make the public aware of these troubling truths. His many eerie case files and investigations reveal a frightening world of dark secrets.

Marked by the Mob

See the true stories behind some of the most famous mob hits in history, played out in vivid, dynamic animation. For over a century, the mob has been a violent component of America’s underbelly. The mob has its own rules and its own way of doing things. When problems arise, it settles them through bloodshed. Whether it’s about honor, power or a personal grudge, offenders usually pay with their lives. The methods of execution vary, from something as simple as a pocketknife to a complex, yet perfectly built bomb. In the world of the mob no one is ever safe and no one goes quietly. Because you’re as good as dead when you are Marked by the Mob.

Live Fire

Live Fire puts the audience through the toughest training of the American military. 3D cameras take you behind the scenes and into the field with squads of soldiers and Marines to experience the transformation of raw recruits to battle-ready warriors. Marine “grunts” experience hardcore weapon training at the School of Infantry and U.S. Army soldiers face rioting insurgents in a simulated Iraqi village. It’s a complete immersion into real war fighting conditions – under brutal conditions, with real guns and real bullets.

Indy 500: The Inside Line

Get an all-access 3D pass to the 100th anniversary of the largest single-day sporting event on earth. Discover the drivers’ stories and join the pit crews on race day as the drivers put it all on the line at 220+ MPH in front of 400,000 screaming fans.

Scary Tales

Scary Tales is series so weird and fantastic, it needs an extra dimension just to contain itself. There are marauding giants, ghost-plagued forests and barren villages – a place where cannibals feast, librarians terrify and bodies turn up behind every tree. Inanimate objects come to life, and the innocent are punished. It’s a world that really exists, if only in your own subconscious.

The Ancient Life

Cities of the Underworld meets Digging for the Truth, as our host Brit Eaton immerses himself in foreign lands in search of lost worlds and great mysteries, all while revealing an ancient marvel. For the first time ever, viewers will experience what it’s really like to stand before the Pyramid of Cheops or to walk through the haunted landscape of Pompeii. Specially trained cinematographers will create a kinetic and dimensional event from locations that have never been filmed in 3D before.

Dark Secrets

When an abandoned building is cleared for demolition, a locked door is discovered in its basement. The door conceals an archive of strange and disturbing specimens, recordings, photos and documentary films; compelling evidence of monstrous creatures and preternatural events. The documentarian’s whereabouts remain unknown. In his records, he identifies himself only as “The Teller.” Whoever The Teller was, he saw it as his mission to make the public aware of these troubling truths. His many eerie case files and investigations reveal a frightening world of dark secrets.
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